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How to build great paper airplanes and learn what makes them fly!Â What keeps a paper airplane in

the air? How can you make a paper airplane go for a really long flight? How can you make a cool

stunt plane that loops, turns, and dives at will?Learn the answers to these questions and many

more!This book details not only how to design amazing paper airplanes, but also the principles of

flight and how planes are able to fly. The Paper Airplane Book is full of experiments and

suggestions that will allow readers to design their own airplanes while introducing them to the

physics and science of flight.â€œLots of information about the principles of flight and the

â€˜howsâ€™ and â€˜whysâ€™ of airplane design.â€•â€”Childrenâ€™s Literatureâ€œThe principles of

flight and airplane design are elucidated in this book of entertaining experiments with paper

airplanes.â€•â€”Booklist
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my dear old granddad (god rest his soul) did not spend a lot of time with my family, and his gifts

were sometimes a bit off-target, as a result.THIS GIFT WILL STAY ON-TARGETI was just a lil'

munchkin, or as a certain childhood favorite of fiction used to say, I was "the littlest end of nothin'

sharpened!"Granddad was a physics professor during a time, and in a way, quite brilliant. He



somehow ended up with the misfortune of being a teacher (He taught many subjects over the years,

and I think that this one was math) of not only instructing a young man known as Theodore

Kaczynski (I apologize for what must be atrocious spelling, but it's been a while...) but finding that

the boy was, at that point in time, more than lucid enough to instruct the class in his absence should

an emergency arise(these changes such as Ted had undergone usually manifest only in late

teenage/early adult years with a COMPLETE psychological metamorphosis that seems, to all

involved, no where close to being a "180"). We knew (or wondered) of him as "Unabomber".

Coincidences aside, Granddad had a remarkable ability to teach kids in a way that did not bother

them in the least. When reading books such as this one, a child can learn the properties of

quantum/gravimetric physics so comfortably that all they realize is that they are learning how to

create, design, and customize paper airplanes for optimal performance according to their own

personal tastes and preferences, customizing potential trajectory, distance, air speed velocity, and

they even learn a bit of history as well. If I am not mistaken, one of my favorite planes from this book

is based on an actual aerial transport of roughly similar proportions!
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